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Everybody Loves
a Road Trip!

The University of Melbourne
Archives’ latest exhibition Everybody
Loves a Road Trip! which concluded

on 7 August, was a retrospective look at
the development and growth in
popularity of road culture in Australia
between the 1920s and the 1970s. The
theme of the exhibition was inspired by
the sense of nostalgia invoked by
souvenirs of past road trips and old road
maps discovered in the Shell Company
Collection and thoughts about the impact
the car has had on our way of life today.

The period covered in the exhibition
predates the oil shocks of the 1970s. The
Organisation of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) had recently been
established and for the first time Middle
Eastern nations had mandated power to
charge real prices for their oil. This
resulted in a sudden spike in crude oil
prices which had an immediate impact on
inflation levels and the cost of living in
most western countries. The shock of oil
price increases acted as a catalyst for the
Shell Company to diversify its business
beyond oil by expanding its interests in
natural resources exploration and coal
trading.1 Up until this point, however, the
Shell Company had a close connection
with Australia’s road travellers by means
of its vast network of service stations and
extensive mapping operations. Today
items such as the Shell Touring Service
road maps can make us reminisce about
the post-war era when petrol was cheap,
car ownership was within the reach of

most families and the Sunday drive was
a tradition.

Historically, Australians have had a
close connection to the land which is
matched by our innate desire to explore
remote landscapes of all extremes in
climate and topography. This is borne out
by the mythical status we have placed on
our explorers, early pioneers and
swagmen who only had the stars and
their own instinctual knowledge of the
environment’s signposts to guide them
through the expanse of the outback.

Opportunity to travel when and
where we liked came about during the
20th century with the invention and mass
production of the motor vehicle. In the
early days of the automobile in Victoria,
motoring lobby groups had a great deal
of influence on the creation of by-laws
and regulations governing the use of
motor vehicles. They formed the
Automobile Club of Victoria (ACV, in
1916 becoming the RACV in recognition
of its contribution to the war effort2),
which successfully advocated on behalf of
motorists, provided support for public
campaigns to encourage the uptake of

motoring and allayed any public fears
or concerns about automobile usage.
George Broadbent was a key figure in
the promotion of motor vehicle usage.
The former champion cyclist began
commercial production of his road maps
in 1896 and later became the foundation
member of the ACV. He was appointed
to oversee the establishment of the Club’s
tour department to assist members who
wanted to indulge in this new form of
recreation.3 Broadbent’s tour maps and
booklets are instantly recognisable and
were synonymous with the family road
trip. In the Shell Company publication
Touring Spirit, he considered what it is
about road trips to the countryside that
made them so popular. He concluded that
it was not the sights that motorists were
interested in, but ‘the … desire for
motion … an instinct for travel … it is
the “touring spirit”. The proper modern
way in which to indulge the touring spirit
is by motor car and the proper spirit with
which to drive the car is Shell Benzine.’4

Motorists came to rely on the
availability of services provided by
businesses to meet their travelling needs
whilst out on the road. Massive capital
works projects were undertaken to create
new roads and highways to destinations
that were previously difficult to reach,
such as the Grampians and the Great
Ocean Road along the continued page 2

Little did I know how resonant the road trip theme
would be. I have been asked on numerous occasions
to share my earliest road trip stories and quizzed
about my thoughts on whether a crucial aspect of
the travelling experience has been lost with the
introduction of GPS and DVDs in the backseat.

Above: Broadbent’s Motor Route Map:
Melbourne to Sydney via the Princess
Highway, c.1930s, RACV Heritage Collection,
RACV. Left: Shell Motor Tours Victoria,
c.1920s, Shell Company Historical Collection,
University of Melbourne Archives.
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central to western coast of Victoria. The
construction of these new highways and
associated services changed the look of
our landscape forever. Bitumenised
roadways replaced the tracks created by
explorers from a previous generation.
Service stations proliferated and some of
them even established their own tourist
bureaux.5 Along our roads appeared a vast
array of service stops, used car yards,
spare parts, tyre distributors and wrecking
yards.6 From the 1950s onwards motels
started to appear. With the official launch
of the Holiday Inn chain of motels in
1952 families had available to them an
accommodation option that liberated
them from the rowdy, less family-friendly
environment of the hotel and the highly
regimented guesthouse.7 Travelling had
become a far less hazardous experience
than it once had been.

To meet the growing demand for
assistance on planning for a trip the Shell
Company established the Shell Touring
Service. From 1947 onwards the STS
offered free maps and touring information
and had a network of outlets across the
country. Tour maps were kept up to date
by the mapping unit which would
periodically survey the road conditions
and local topography. Shell maps were
first produced in the 1920s and continued
their print run until the late 1970s. For
many years Shell maps were the only
ones produced for motor travel for much
of the country.8 The maps in themselves
are a rich source of our social and cultural
history. They provide snapshots of
Australian life over a period, beginning
when the very masculine pursuits of
golfing, shooting and fishing were
considered the standard holiday
occupations,9 through to the bronzed
couple who have the shared goal of
achieving the best suntan.10 The Shell
Company also had representatives in each
region who would keep the STS informed
on accommodation availability and any
sudden changes in the weather or road
conditions in their respective areas.
Brochures were produced which provided
advice about motel and caravan site
availability and travellers were warned in
a handy little brochure, Tips on Packing for
Your Tour, not to ‘be a last minute
scramble-packer’.11

Screening in the exhibition was a
Shell Company promotional documentary,
Let’s Go, from 1956.12 Through its use of
skilfully framed images, expert use of
musical score and well-developed
storyline, this thoughtfully crafted
documentary taps into the growing needs
of the motorist by the promotion of its
Shell Touring Service. The film was
produced by award-winning director

John Heyer who during his eight-year
appointment at the Shell Company
brought international attention to
Australia’s outback. His 1954 film The Back
of Beyond received critical acclaim and
won an award at the Cannes Film Festival.

The Shell Company were the
consummate media strategists of their
time in the way they marketed their
products. The extent of this success is
demonstrated in just how recognisable
their collectable items are today even
after nearly 50 years. Items such as the
swap card albums, passports and tour
maps invoke many a memory of family
outings. Part of their marketing strategy
involved commissioning work from
artists. One such was Ida Rentoul
Outhwaite, well-known children’s author
and illustrator, who wrote promotional
material for the Shell Company featuring
her fairyland characters. For example, she
wrote The Fairy Story That Came True,13
about a group of fairies who discovered
light via a Shell kerosene product.
Outhwaite also wrote The Sentry and the

Shell Fairy and prepared a set of six
greeting cards displaying Shell fairy
images. From a contemporary point of
view some may find the use of a children’s
story as a vehicle for advertising products
such as oil a little unpalatable.

Although they were not featured in
the exhibition it is worth mentioning the
work of photographers Wolfgang Sievers
and Helmut Newton who specialised in
photographing architecture, industry and
fashion, and whose work provides a sharp
counterpoint to the work of Outhwaite.
Sievers and Newton took numerous
photographs of the Shell Company’s
refineries, distribution plants, industrial
plants and office spaces. Their work,
mostly in stark black and white, captured
images of industry as it was, with no
details spared.

Ralph Malcolm Warner, known for his
work as both a commercial and war artist
— several of his artworks can still be
viewed today at the Australian War
Memorial in Canberra— illustrated the
‘Discover Australia with Shell’ posters.
He did illustrations and watercolours
which primarily featured Australia’s flora
and fauna, two of which were on display
in the exhibition. The campaign was a
promotional program designed to
advertise the company’s services, in
particular the Shell Touring Service.

Of interest are the multi-sensory
objects: the Rediscover Australia with Shell:
Talking map14 and the Braille ‘Overland
Motor Map of Australia’.15 The ‘talking
map’ was produced specifically as a tourist
souvenir item to highlight the bicentenary
of Captain Cook’s voyage around the east
coast of Australia in 1770. The ‘Braille
map’ was a memento donated by the
Shell Company to the Blind Association’s
Braille and Talking Book Library in 1939,
and is believed to be the only one of its
kind in existence.16 These items are
unique in being specifically designed with
touch and hearing in mind, the visual
being consigned to a secondary role.

The exhibition narrative began with
an examination of the achievements of
early motoring pioneers such as Kathleen
Howell and Jean Robertson, who drove
from Perth to Adelaide in their low slung
powerful Italian Lancia Lambada in two
days and nine hours.17 This was followed
by displays about preparing for the
journey ahead, ensuring the car is
serviced and ready to go, making sure we
know how to reach our destination, stops
along the way, souvenirs collected and
postcards sent, through to the conclusion
of the trip.

Melinda Barrie, Exhibition Curator

Melinda Barrie is the Senior Archivist, Rio Tinto and
Business.

Ida Rentoul Outhwaite, The Fairy Story That
Came True, c.1923, Shell Company Historical
Collection, University of Melbourne Archives.

‘Shell Overland Motor Map of Australia’,
Braille map, 1939, Shell Company Historical
Collection, University of Melbourne Archives.
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Melinda Barrie, exhibition curator, and Katie
Wood, co-curator, standing under the ‘Golden
Shell lubricating oil for motorcycles’ sign,
RACV Heritage Collection, RACV.

The records created by businesses can reveal, often unexpectedly, remarkable
details of the social history of their times. One such example is a folder of
correspondence in the Shell Australia Collection titled ‘Applications by non-

Aryan ex-employees and others, 1938–1945’. In March 1938 Hitler annexed Austria
with the help of Austrian Nazis, unleashing a wave of violence against Austrian Jews.
By 25 August J.M. Lindsay of the London office of Shell began writing to Vernon
Smith, head of the Shell group in Australia, about the situation: ‘Since the annexation
of Austria by Germany and the consequent extension of Hitler’s ideas of civilisation,
our Austrian organisation has been absorbed by our German organisation and as a
result anyone of non-Aryan origin is now out of employment … something like 51
people are out of employment with no hope of ever obtaining work in Austria again.’

Lindsay gave Smith a list of ten employees who wished to go to Australia to
escape the fear and uncertainty. He asked for Smith’s assistance because ‘It has
occurred to me that in the case of our own staff a recommendation from us, their
employers, as to their character etc. might be helpful … to expedite permission to
land.’ It was made clear in this letter that there was no responsibility placed on Shell
Australia to employ these people once they had arrived. Indeed, at least one who
found employment with Shell Australia was later dismissed following London orders
regarding employees of ‘enemy origin’.

On 6 October Smith wrote to John McEwen, then Minister for the Interior, with
the list of names and a recommendation ‘for your earnest consideration for admission
to the Commonwealth’. One of these employees was Karl Rado, his wife and child
(unnamed). On 7 October Lindsay wrote to Smith that Rado had sailed on an earlier
ship because he ‘was in a very great hurry to get off and had, in fact, left before his
landing permit had been sent to him, but he is evidently very optimistic that no
difficulties will be put in his way. If he does meet with any obstacle I shouldn’t be
surprised if he applied to your office, in which case perhaps you will find it possible
to advise and help him.’

Rado’s ship was due to land in Fremantle on 8 November, but three days later
Smith wrote to Lindsay that the landing permit for Rado and his family had been
denied. To give Lindsay some context Smith pasted a couple of newsclippings into his
correspondence that documented the hostile attitude of the Australian Government
towards Jewish European refugees. In particular there seems to have been a debate
about the question of racial discrimination, such as the Herald’s article on 6 October
headlined, ‘Ban on penniless refugees not racial. Stopping European influx’. It was into
this unfriendly atmosphere that the Austrian Shell employees fled. Smith’s letters to
Lindsay are relentless in their delivery of bad news — only two employees were
allowed landing permits subject to strict conditions.

Karl Rado was eventually allowed to land with permission to remain for six
months, but one of Smith’s letters attests to the difficult situations that even those
who were lucky enough to be allowed to enter the country encountered. He notes,
‘Mr. Rado’s chief difficulty will be his comparatively poor command of English which
must prevent him from obtaining any position other than possibly that of a manual
worker.’

This correspondence accounts for one small file out of many. The details captured
within it provide an intimate view of events that shaped the world and the people
who were caught up in them.

The Shell Australia collection is bursting with interesting records on a whole
range of subjects — early transport and aviation, including Nancy Bird and other
flying heroes, motor racing and tourism, oil cartels during World War II, media
hysteria of ‘enemy companies’ in World War I, the Beatles in Australia, and so much
more. It also contains all of the records that would be expected in such a collection
— the rise of the motor car and oil companies, corporate culture, the development of
oil exploration and refining in Australia and the South Pacific. Finally, the collection
holds something in the order of 8,000 photographs extending back to the turn of last
century, covering all of these topics and more.

KathrynWood, Reference Archivist

Kathryn Wood worked on the Shell Company Collection as a project archivist, and she was the co-curator of
Everybody Loves a Road Trip!

Good Oil
from the Shell Company Collection
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next 18 years he systematically studied
Mrs Piper and the products of her trance.
Initially suspecting her of fakery, he had
her trailed by a detective; to test the
genuineness of her trance, he pinched her
and stuck her with pins and put pepper
on her tongue. Having eliminated fraud,
he hypothesised that telepathy was at
work (the term telepathy being newly
coined by his friend and SPR colleague
Frederic Myers). Finally, though,
Hodgson believed: believed that, through
Mrs Piper, he communicated with the
dead; believed, too, that he had proven as
much to the satisfaction of empirical
science. Lo! The arch-sceptic believed!

Except that, as I suspected and the
Derham papers tend to confirm, Richard
Hodgson had always believed in
immortality, not just as a platitude from
the pulpit but as a vivid and beckoning
reality. What he sought from his
involvement in psychical research, and
especially from Mrs Piper, was proof
of life after death.

Hodgson was among the first
generation to live with evolution as a fact
of life. Upon his generation fell the
challenge of synthesising evolution with
religion. It was a fantastical time, bursting
the boundaries of intellectual and
existential possibility. Hodgson read
widely across philosophy, theology, the
natural sciences, physics and astronomy,
as well as the emerging science of
psychology — with a large dollop of the
Romantic poets thrown in. In his teens,
he became a disciple of Herbert Spencer,
causing a rift with his father and the
Wesleyan Methodist faith of his
upbringing. (Hodgson’s later
correspondence with his hero can be
found in the Derham papers.) Yet he
seems to have embraced Spencer’s
materialism almost as a challenge to
himself and his deepest convictions.
Certainly, his adult life was dedicated to
seeking proof that there existed
something beyond matter.

Since Hodgson first caught my
interest, just a few months before, I’d read
millions of words about and by the man,
but when I entered the University of
Melbourne Archives reading room, I had
yet to see a single stroke written in his
own hand. Imagine then the thrill of
opening the very first folder and meeting
a poem of Hodgson’s own devising,
written in what I would come to know as
his own inscrutable, purple-inked hand.
Titled ‘Oldfarm — Evening’, its first verse
ran:

The golden sunset bloom has gone,
The sea’s low voice abides,
Above the mighty hills gleam forth
The mightier starry tides.

I had to smile. There was Hodgson in 21
words. A sunset, the sea, the hills, the
stars. I knew already — from his
recreations, his enthusiasms, his literary
preferences — how important those
natural elements were to him. (The stars,
especially: he believed — literally believed
— that he would travel among the stars
after death.) And I would encounter them
again and again in my journey through
the Derham papers.

Soon after arriving at Cambridge in
1879, Hodgson wrote home to his sister
Ellen describing an English sunset as ‘very
meagre & poor relatively to Australian
sunsets’. In his homesick first year, he
wrote to Ellen often — long letters,
brimming with anecdote and ambition.
But his letters chart the souring of that
ambition over the course of his three
years’ study. He performed poorly at
exams and set work, and his prospects
narrowed to almost nothing — until the
advent of the SPR supplied him with a
career uniquely fitted to his philosophy
and abilities.

Ellen Hodgson married, becoming
Ellen Derham, in 1880. She began a
family around the same time as Hodgson
became immersed in psychical research,
and letters between them dwindled. In
1895, however, Ellen’s daughter Enid —
then aged 13 and a budding poet —
commenced a correspondence with her
Uncle Richard, whom she had never met.
She sent him her poems for criticism
(which he supplied, with gusto); he sent
her his, for praise. Theirs was a lively,
bantering, challenging exchange between

Finding Richard Hodgson

Expecting to find a few letters, I set
aside an afternoon. I would end up
spending more than ten transfixed

days in the University of Melbourne
Archives reading room.

My adventure in the Archives began
in the ether: down the rabbit-hole that is
Google. I don’t recall (does anyone,
ever?) the exact search terms I entered,
but they took me to the footnotes of a
book digitised from a US library and a
reference to letters between the poet Enid
Derham and her uncle Richard Hodgson:
‘in the Derham papers, University of
Melbourne Archives’. It was one of those
‘be still, my heart’ moments.

Richard Hodgson is my quarry. Born
in La Trobe Street, Melbourne in 1855,
he won a university scholarship,
completing a law doctorate before
embarking for Cambridge to study moral
philosophy. He’d attended séances in
Melbourne with his friend Alfred Deakin;
at Cambridge he became involved in the
fledgling Society for Psychical Research
(SPR), whose object was to establish a
scientific basis for paranormal
phenomena. The SPR’s investigations
oftentimes resulted in the exposure of
shonky mediums and soothsayers, with
Hodgson the leading fraud-buster. He
taught himself conjuring so that he’d
recognise trickery when he saw it, and
made a study of ‘malobservation’ by
séance participants to show what ready
targets they made. In 1884 the Society
sent him to India to investigate the
phenomena — astral projections, hand-
written letters from spirit-guides —
claimed by Madame Blavatsky, the
founder of Theosophy. Hodgson’s
damning report drew worldwide notice
and confirmed his reputation as the most
unflinching of psychical researchers.

The American Society for Psychical
Research (ASPR) needed a man of
Hodgson’s energy and exactitude, and in
1887 he took up the paid post of
secretary to that organisation, based in
Boston. And there he would stay for the
rest of his life. The ASPR’s membership
may have read like a roll-call of Boston
Brahmins (the closest the US had to a
peerage), but the sporty, lark-loving
Australian bachelor was embraced as one
of them.

Chief among Hodgson’s duties was
to investigate the Boston medium,
Mrs Leonora Piper. In her trance state,
Mrs Piper appeared to be able to
communicate messages from the dead.
Here then was Hodgson’s destiny: for the

Richard Hodgson, date unknown, Enid Derham
Collection, University of Melbourne Archives.
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two loving strangers. As Enid grew into
womanhood — winning scholarships,
blitzing exams, on the brink of becoming
a published poet — she increasingly
assumed an equal footing with her Uncle
Richard.

What fascinated me as I read their
letters was the contrast they provided to
the otherwise known facts of Hodgson’s
life during that period: the plummeting
disappointments and other-worldly highs

of his life in the psychical realm. It was
a relief to read a first-hand account of
the earthly Hodgson: his tramps in the
mountains, hijinks at his club, the
pleasure he took in stodgy food and his
pipe. On the other hand, his letters are
crammed full of poetry — Browning,
Wordsworth, Coleridge, as well as
Hodgson’s own — shedding light on the
world of his imagination.

There came a day and an hour when
I thought my discoveries were done.
Each new file I opened was filled with
Enid Derham’s own poems — except for
the one that held three typewritten
sheafs of Hodgson’s utterances from
beyond the grave.

He died aged just 50 in 1905. The
Boston Evening Herald (in a cutting among
the Derham papers) noted his sudden
death on 20 December thus: ‘Dr
Hodgson has gone where he may learn
the laws of psychic force untrammelled
by the earthly limitations of time and
space.’ And sure enough, three days
after Christmas, the spirit of Hodgson
spoke for the first time through Mrs
Piper. The typewritten sheets in the
Derham papers record three of the early
‘sittings’ at which Hodgson’s spirit is
supposed to have spoken. They were
sent by an ASPR colleague to his sister,
presumably as a comfort to her. Via the

entranced Mrs Piper, ‘Hodgson’ flirted
with a lady friend, fretted over the
dispersal of his books and private papers,
and explained that, ‘I have been lecturing
at the University here on the subject of
communication as it appears to us when
on your side.’

He would continue to appear — ‘I am
Hodgson!’ — for as long again as he had
known Mrs Piper in life, chatting with
friends, giving advice to strangers,
expounding on life ‘beyond the veil’. In
1909, his old friend and ASPR colleague,
the philosopher William James, published
his assessment of the posthumous
Hodgson. The inventor of pragmatism
concluded — or, characteristically, failed
to conclude — that, ‘asked whether the
will to communicate be Hodgson’s, or be
some mere spirit-counterfeit of Hodgson,
I remain uncertain and await more facts’.

A hundred years have passed and
Hodgson still bears the reputation of
sceptic turned believer. The Derham
papers tell a different story though —
and so will the book I write.

Robyn Annear

Melbourne writer Robyn Annear is currently working
on a book about Richard Hodgson and his world.

was awarded the Iron Cross, he studied geography, physics,
mathematics and meteorology, and graduated magna cum laude
from the University of Berlin and was awarded a PhD in 1926.

He took part in the first direct measurement of oceanic depth
currents (1924–1925), worked at meteorological observatories at
Davos, Switzerland and in Germany, headed the aeroplane branch
of the Prussian Meteorological Institute (1925–1928), and joined
the weather service, Tempelhof Airport, Berlin (1928).

Fritz Loewe’s Greenland Photographs

The Fritz Loewe collection held at UMA contains, in
addition to his papers, several thousand photographs
documenting many significant events of his extraordinary

life.1 Briefly, Loewe, who established the meteorology
department at the University of Melbourne in 1939, was born in
1895 in Berlin, where his father was a judge. He initially studied
law but his love of mountains and snow and ice prevailed and
after World War I, in which he served as a wireless operator and

Enid Derham, date unknown, Enid Derham
Collection, University of Melbourne Archives.

continued page 6
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Previous page: Greenlanders towing plane, from the film SOS Eisberg,
Greenland, 1932; Greenlanders jumping ice floes, from the film SOS
Eisberg, Greenland, 1932.

This page, clockwise from top left: Unloading supplies from steamer
Disko to the mainland, Wegener expedition, Greenland, 1930; From the
film SOS Eisberg, Greenland, 1932; Greenlander mother and daughter,
Greenland, 1932; Cast and crew of SOS Eisberg having lunch, Leni
Riefenstahl far left, Greenland, 1932; Polar bear, from the film SOS
Eisberg, Greenland, 1932. According to Reinhard Krause, polar bears
were taken to Greenland from Hamburg Zoo for the film.

Loewe accompanied Professor Alfred Wegener, pioneer of
continental drift theory, on his last two Greenland expeditions.
In 1929, with Ernst Sorge, he made the first seismic
measurements of the surprising thickness of the icecap close to
its margin. During the second expedition (1930–1931) Wegener
died attempting to reach the coast and Loewe became acting
leader. He returned to Greenland in 1932 as adviser for the film
S.O.S. Eisberg directed by Arnold Fanck and starring Leni
Riefenstahl.

Because he was Jewish, Loewe was expelled from his civil
service position in 1933. After a brief incarceration he left
Germany with his wife and daughters. He investigated
meteorology at the Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge,
England (1934–1937), where contact with (Sir) Raymond
Priestley led to his emigration to Victoria on a Carnegie grant.
Loewe reached Melbourne with his family in 1937.

At his retirement in 1960 from the University of Melbourne,
Loewe declared ‘My time of wandering to unknown shores is
over. … What is left are memories, some still clear and heart-
warming, some already dissolving into blurred impressions and
vague emotions. But I was happy in my time to have seen,
understood and felt some of the wonders of earth and sky.’
These photographs are a testament to these vast experiences.

Identifying the locations and contexts of the photographs
requires a knowledge both of Loewe’s life and work and of
German. In June 2009 UMA was pleased to welcome back
Dr Reinhard A. Krause of the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar
and Marine Research in Bremerhaven, Germany, who has a
special interest in Loewe. He was able to spend two days with us
identifying and arranging some of the photographs. We hope to
be able to digitise images from this important collection in the
near future and make them available online.

Denise Driver
Coordinator, Collection Management and Storage

Note
1 This collection was recently described by Michael Piggott, ‘On first looking into

Loewe’s papers’, The University of Melbourne Collections, issue 3, December
2008, pp. 18–23. The collection Fritz Loewe (Accessions: 88/20, 88/132,
88/160, 90/40, 92/143, 95/37, 95/83, 107/52) comprises 72 boxes and two
sleeping bags. See also obituary, www.bom.gov.au/amm/docs/1974/obituary.pdf
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The University Leaders Project was generously funded by
the Baillieu family in 2008. Its objective was to arrange
and describe four of the most significant collections of

the University’s administrators:

• Sir James William Barrett, ophthalmologist and surgeon; Vice-
Chancellor 1931–1934, first Deputy Chancellor 1934–1935,
Chancellor 1935–1939

• Sir Raymond Edward Priestley, geologist and Antarctic
explorer; Vice-Chancellor 1935–1938

• Dame Margaret Blackwood, botanist and geneticist; Deputy
Chancellor 1980–1983

• Sir Roy Douglas Wright, physiologist, director of the Peter
MacCallum Cancer Clinic; Deputy Chancellor 1972–1980,
Chancellor 1980–1989

Undertaken by project archivist Denise Driver, the project has
been completed. As well as arrangement and description of the
collections, web pages were produced containing biographies,
finding aids and links to associated holdings across the
University’s Cultural Collections and external institutions.1

Many of the University’s executive office bearers have been
influential members of society within the fields of science, law
or business and are therefore of interest to both historians of the
University and to other researchers. As executives of the
University their terms in office overlapped, with Barrett and
Priestley serving together from 1935 to 1938, and Wright and
Blackwood from 1980 to 1983. Having these four collections
listed brings into focus the relationships and dialogues as well as
the similarities and tensions between these sometimes complex
characters and enables us to see the vision, drive and lifelong
commitment shared by these remarkable individuals.

Sir James Barrett (1862–1945)

In 1931 James Barrett succeeded Sir John
Monash as the last non-salaried Vice-
Chancellor of the University of Melbourne
(1931–1934); thereafter he was the first
Deputy Chancellor (1934–1935) and then
Chancellor (1935–1939) until his retire-
ment. Barrett’s vision of civic virtue drove
his involvement in many causes promoting
social improvement, in which he was a
highly effective and capable operator. His
involvements included the establishment of
kindergartens, infant welfare, town
planning, Melbourne’s music culture, public
health and sanitation. With his sister Edith
he co-founded the bush nursing movement.
Barrett was an early conservationist as
chairman of the National Parks Committee whose involvements
included the protection and conservation of Wyperfeld, Wilson’s
Promontory, Badgers Creek, Healesville, Yarra Park, Mallacoota
Inlet, Wingan, as well as the Bass Straight islands and Freycinet,
Tasmania. The full list of organisations Barrett belonged to is too
extensive to list here, however it is worth noting that at the time
of his death Barrett was still active in some 28 committees. In
addition to his many University and extra-curricular commit-
ments, Barrett also ran a private consultation practice in Collins

Street, in rooms alongside his sister Dr Edith Barrett’s practice.
Sir James Barrett’s papers total 31 archive boxes containing

records and correspondence from most stages of his public life,
including his service with the Royal Army Medical Corps in
Egypt, 1916–1919. His correspondence is with many of the
leading public figures of his day.

Sir Raymond Priestley (1886–1974)

Raymond Priestley’s vision was to transform
the University into a modern 20th century
institution by securing adequate funding to
build a new student union and attracting
and retaining first-class academics by
improving their salaries and conditions
(such as implementing study leave), as well
as opening the University up to the wider
community (even the politicians of the day
tended to regard it with suspicion and
hostility for its perceived elitism). Priestley
was an extremely approachable and affable
administrator, yet he soon found strong
resistance from certain members of the
University Council, especially from Sir
James Barrett who resented the newly-
formed office and the power shift that it
entailed. The brevity of Priestley’s term is
surpassed by the significance and long-term influence of his
reforms.

A dedicated diarist, Priestley daily recorded detailed
accounts of his working day: both the activities and his analysis
of them. These diaries were kept with carbon copies, the latter
being sent to his daughter who had remained in England. There
are 12 volumes of the diary kept by Priestley during his tenure
as Vice-Chancellor of the University of Melbourne
(1935–1938), and two volumes kept during his survey of
overseas universities funded by the Carnegie Corporation in
1936, and another kept during the three-month interim period
between leaving Melbourne and the commencement of his
subsequent vice-chancellorship of the University of Birmingham.
An edition of the diaries was published in 2002 by Professor
Ronald Ridley.2

Dame Margaret Blackwood (1909–1986)

The adversarial relationship of Barrett and
Priestley is in marked contrast with the
mutual respect and friendship that existed
between ‘Blackie’ and Sir Roy Wright,
Deputy Chancellor and Chancellor.
Graduating with a Master of Science in
1939, despite having a father who didn’t
believe in tertiary education for women,
Margaret Blackwood became one of the
few women of her generation to pursue a
scientific career. When World War II broke
out she enrolled in the first intake of the
Women’s Auxiliary Australian Air Force
(WAAAF). At the end of the war, the
Mildura branch of the University of

Inspired Visions

Sir James Barrett in
military uniform,
1919. University of
Melbourne Photograph
Collection, UMA.

Raymond Priestley
during Scott’s 2nd
Antarctic Expedition,
1910–1912. University
of Melbourne
Photograph
Collection, UMA.

Margaret Blackwood at
the microscope, date
unknown. Margaret
Blackwood Collection,
UMA.
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Melbourne was hastily established to deal with the influx of
service personnel and Blackwood was appointed as a lecturer in
botany as well as the campus’s Dean of Women. In 1948 she
travelled to Britain on a Commonwealth Reconstruction
Training Scheme scholarship and entered the University of
Cambridge where she was awarded a PhD in 1954 for her
research on the B-chromosomes in Zea mays. Back in Melbourne,
she was appointed to a permanent lectureship, becoming one of
only two lecturers in genetics at the University. First elected to
the University Council in 1976, Blackwood became the first
female Deputy Chancellor (1980–1983). Her archive holds
correspondence, diaries, transcripts of her lectures and records
relating to her many activities, including bodies that advanced
the position of female academics.

Dame Margaret Blackwood’s achievements are many yet the
item that perhaps speaks loudest of her gifts is a volume titled,
‘Visitors’ Tree Planting Book, 1951–1983’ and subtitled, ‘A record
of friendship & happiness spent in tree planting at Corstorphine
House, Tecoma’, which records the gifts of trees and shrubs she
received for her garden and records who was involved in
planting them. The entries are often accompanied with a verse
penned by the giver.

Sir Roy Douglas Wright (1907–1990)

Brilliant, colourful and controversial,
Roy D. Wright began his 60-year
career at the University as a medical
student in 1925. After graduating in
1929 he worked as a surgeon and
pathologist at the Royal Melbourne
Hospital where his interest in
experimental science and research
began. In 1932 his Master of Surgery
was conferred and Wright was
appointed a lecturer in pathology.
After two years (1936–1938) research
work in Oxford under the direction of
Sir Howard Florey, Wright returned to Melbourne and was
appointed Professor of Physiology (1939–1971). He served as
Dean, Faculty of Medicine (1946–1947 and 1951–1952), Dean,
Faculty of Veterinary Science (1945–1962) and Dean, Faculty
of Science (1969). Wright was appointed Deputy Chancellor
(1972–1980) and in 1980 became Chancellor (1980–1989).

Active in many causes, Wright was especially driven by the
national need for well-funded world class medical research
institutions. His legacy is seen in the Peter MacCallum Cancer
Centre, the Howard Florey Institute and the John Curtin School
of Medical Research of the Australian National University.
His archive contains his correspondence, including with many
scientists and public figures, reports and research papers.

Denise Driver

Notes
1. http://www.lib.unimelb.edu.au/collections/archives/collections/

chancellors.html

2 Raymond Priestley, The Diary of a Vice-Chancellor: University of Melbourne
1935–1938, edited by Ronald Ridley, Carlton South, Vic.: Melbourne University
Press, 2002.

The juxtaposition
between old and new
may not immediately

be apparent within archives
— after all, we exist to
provide access to history,
presumed to be the ‘old’.
And yet, it is the mechanism
of delivery that occupies
archival thought and
practice. Increasingly
archives are forced to take
into consideration up to
date technology as the
means for delivery of access
to documents, and there is
a plethora of technological
solutions to enable this.

As I write, I am sitting
in a hotel room in London,
preparing to deliver a
presentation at a content
architecture conference on
metadata mapping. The
subject is rather dry, but
important, as it is the
means by which we deliver
access to our University of
Melbourne Archives Image
Collection (UMAIC).

London in particular
emphasises to me the
difference between the old
and the new, and is
mirrored somewhat in our
collections, which are
intrinsically linked to
Australia’s colonial past.
The magnificent Bright
Family collection, which
dates from 1495 and

University Archivist’s Report

Dr James Goding, Prof. Roy
D. Wright, Sir Howard Walter
Florey, c.1963. Roy Douglas
Wright Collection, UMA.
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documents the family
business run out of Bristol,
primarily involving the
Jamaican slave trade;
and the Registrar’s
Correspondence files of
the University — letters
documenting the
recruitment of the earliest
lecturers and professors of
the University between
England and Melbourne,
are just two of the some
277 collections which
reflect the links with our
colonial past.

The challenge we face is
to expose these collections,
or samples thereof, through
the web, and to enable
increased access via
technology. This is not
only the UMA’s goal, but
also that of the University
Library as a whole.

Helen McLaughlin
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